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	Today's Books

		



	Frommer's Las Vegas 2013 (Frommer's Color Complete), 9781118288542 (1118288548), Frommers, 2012

	 Full-color throughout


	 Completely updated every year

	
		Insider advice on navigating the Strip as you explore some of that landmark street’s famous casino hotels and attractions, from Mandalay Bay’s wave pool and CityCenter’s public art displays to The Mirage’s exploding “volcano” and The Venetian’s gondola rides. Plus tips on everything to do in Downtown, info on free entertainment in the city, and on exploring hidden gems away from the hubbub of the Strip, such as the Atomic Testing Museum and Red Rock Canyon.
	
		Where to find the absolute best gourmet dining and buffets, as well as the hottest clubs, hippest bars, and coolest shows in town.
	
		Insightful commentary on gambling in the city’s famed casinos and tips for making your money last a bit longer while tackling table games and slot machines.
	
		Opinionated write-ups. No bland descriptions and lukewarm recommendations. Our expert writers are passionate about their destinations--they tell it like it is in an engaging and helpful way.
	
		Exact prices listed for every establishment and activity--no other guides offer such detailed, candid reviews of hotels and restaurants. We include the very best, but also emphasize moderately priced choices for real people.
	
		User-friendly features including star ratings and special icons to point readers to great finds, excellent values, insider tips, best bets for kids, special moments, and overrated experiences.
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	Amazing Books

	

Advances in Chemical Physics, Computational Methods for Protein Folding (Volume 120)John Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Since the first attempts to model proteins on a computer began almost thirty years ago, our understanding of protein structure and dynamics has dramatically increased. Spectroscopic measurement techniques continue to improve in resolution and sensitivity, allowing a wealth of information to be obtained with regard to the kinetics of protein...


		

Cyber Terrorism: A Guide for Facility ManagersFairmont Press, 2003

	In the current climate of terrorism, the facility manager is in a more critical position than ever before. Protecting the organization's infrastructure from cyber-based attacks that are designed to disrupt and/or destroy business operations is becoming increasingly important for facility managers.This book will address cyberterrorism and...


		

High-Speed Digital System Design: Art, Science and ExperienceSpringer, 2019

	
		This book describes for readers the entire, interconnected complex of theoretical and practical aspects of designing and organizing the production of various electronic devices, the general and main distinguishing feature of which is the high speed of processing and transmitting of digital signals. The authors discuss all the main...






	

Microsoft Access 2007 Data AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Chart a course for more effective data analysis
   Data analysis is more than crunching numbers and turning them into charts and graphs. Certainly Excel can do that, but you may be surprised to discover that Access 2007 offers powerful functionality that may be even better suited to your data analysis needs. Learn to analyze...


		

Open Source for the Enterprise: Managing Risks Reaping RewardsO'Reilly, 2005
Open source software is changing the world of Information Technology. But making it work for your company is far more complicated than simply installing a copy of Linux. If you are serious about using open source to cut costs, accelerate development, and reduce vendor lock-in, you must institutionalize skills and create new ways...


		

INSIDE 3DS MAX® 7New Riders Publishing, 2003
The world of 3D modeling and animation is a complex one. Lucky for you, with  Inside 3ds max 7, you get not just one instructor but a team of expert  developers and trainers who cover the newly revised program from every angle.  Using case studies to uncover real-word solutions as well as hands-on tutorials  to help you arrive at practical answers...
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